More opportunities
to meet more clients’
individual needs

C O N N E C T I V I T Y

`` Easy to use
`` Long battery life
`` Most complete system

Meet the new ConnectLine
One complete, integrated system

Did you know?
Customer satisfaction with hearing instruments is
strongly associated with what is called “multiple environmental listening utility” or MELU. When consumers are
satisfied with their ability to function in many listening
situations, their overall satisfaction with their hearing
solution is very high.

ConnectLine is the one solution that offers the most connectivity opportunities in one system.
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…that is easy to use
Easy and intuitive to use, ConnectLine ensures straightforward operation and can be tailored to
meet your clients’ individual needs.
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Number of Listening Situations Satisfied

… which maximises the benefits of hearing instruments
 onnectLine’s wireless technology works seamlessly with Oticon hearing instruments to
C
enhance positive listening and communication experiences, such as streaming conversation
from mobile or landline phones, enjoying one-to-one communication, watching TV, listening to
music, video chatting and more.

...and is based on experience
Oticon is a first mover in connectivity solutions. Benefitting from “real world” user experiences,
this is the second generation of the innovative ConnectLine system introduced in 2007.
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A world of opportunities
Giving your clients access to a wide range of communication and entertainment through just one device, ConnectLine can be easily adapted to meet
your clients’ individual lifestyle needs by providing everything from basic
functionality to advanced multi-device connectivity.

For your clients, easy access to modern
communication devices has never been
more important and this will only increase.
With all connections integrated in one
connectivity system, ConnectLine is easy to

configure and, unlike connectivity systems
that offer access to one or a limited number
of devices, ConnectLine gives your clients the
potential to access their communication of
choice at the touch of a button.

Phone

Mobile

TV

Music

Remote

Computer

Microphone

Tele loop

FM

App

Clear and easy
phone communication at home with
loved ones and
friends.

Hassle-free calls
on-the-go that
ensure clarity
and comfort.

Let users enjoy TV
watching at their
own preferred
viewing volume
while the family
listens at theirs.

All favourite
genres streamed
directly to
hearing
instruments.

With just the touch
of a button, users
can easily and
discreetly manage
program and
volume changes.

Communication and
interaction to stay
informed and be entertained – now with
plug and play video
chatting and other
computer based communication solutions.

Hear what is being
said in difficult listening environments
without frustration.

Enhancing the
experience of events
such as theatres,
lecture halls and
religious services.

For hassle-free
listening in lectures
and groups without
the need of a special
hearing instrument
for FM.

With the ConnectLine
App, your clients’ can
control their hearing
instruments and the
ConnectLine system
with their iPhone®,
iPad®, iPod touch®, or
Android™ devices.
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Connectivity
is for everyone...

...but Connectivity is not
the same for everyone

People are different

Inclusive design – tailor made to individual needs

Connectivity is an obvious solution for tech
savvy clients such as on-the-go business
people that depend on mobile phones and
are solid users of computers and other
modern communication devices. This client
group is likely to be challenged by complex
listening conditions every day and is likely
to benefit from connectivity solutions in
addition to their hearing instruments.
However, connectivity needs may be just
as great, or even greater, for older clients
being isolated from social activities.
These users typically depend on electronic
media for entertainment, and rely on their

phone as an important trusted means of
communication to stay in touch with family
and friends.
All things considered, a wide variety of
users will benefit from a connectivity
solution to get the most out of their
day. Consequently there is a need for
connectivity solutions which can meet
specific individual needs. From the most
basic “TV only” solution to the advanced
multifunctional system which works with
PC applications, multiple phones, etc.

Inspired by the principles of inclusive design
thinking, Streamer Pro has been designed from
the ground up, encompassing the experience
we have from the current Streamer, to better
meet basic and advanced user needs.
A central goal in the design of Streamer Pro
has been to create a simple and intuitive user
interface. This has been achieved through a
combination of thorough testing1 with end
users and an interaction design where more

advanced features can be customised, through
Genie 2013.1 or later, so that only users with a
need for these features are exposed to them.
In other words, when more advanced features
are defaulted to ‘off’, users cannot accidentally
activate those features they do not want
or need. Furthermore, this allows for a very
straightforward user interface where one
button does one thing and all buttons have the
same response patterns.

ConnectLine is such a solution

Did you know?
Inclusive design
It is unrealistic to think that a “one size fits all” approach can succeed for a diverse
population such as hearing instrument users. Therefore we are adopting a new approach
called “Inclusive Design” where we look at the needs of a wide range of people as an
inspiration for finding innovative approaches that work for everyone.
This design for everyone approach has a long history and today the “Inclusive Design”
approach is getting significant support from policy makers and academic research – both
as a source of innovation, and as a means to address the diverse needs of individuals.

Notes:
1) DialogDesign (www.DialogDesign.dk). Usability test of Oticon ConnectLine Streamer v3 Prototype. Jun-Dec 2011.
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Designed to be used
Streamer Pro...
...one device, many improvements
Whatever combination of applications
your clients choose, Streamer Pro gives
them wireless connectivity at their
fingertips. Even if they opt to start with
just one application, for instance TV, more
applications can be easily added.
Functioning as both a remote control
and a “gateway” communication device,
Streamer Pro features simplified
buttons for the three core connectivity
applications, ConnectLine phone, TV and
microphone.

The neck loop is a built-in antenna that
secures a stable wireless connection
with the user’s hearing instruments for
improved sound quality. Easy to slip on
and off and more durable for worry-free
wear, the neck loop is easily cleaned and, if
needed, replaced.

Streamer Pro
`` Compact, user-friendly design features texturised rubber edges for easier
handling and a more comfortable grip.
`` Intuitive operation with three buttons that make it possible to instantly select
and activate the application needed.
`` Advanced features can be enabled in Genie, if needed.
`` Improved neck loop design includes safe and easy attachment, and three cord
lengths in two colours (black and white).
`` Long battery life – up to eight hours of streaming time for a full day’s use
– meaning Streamer Pro delivers nearly double the battery life of the first
generation Streamer.
`` Compatible with all wireless Oticon hearing instruments and ConnectLine
devices for seamless, hassle-free upgrades.

Oticon dual-technology combining the best
of two worlds in one complete solution
Oticon’s dedicated wireless system is specifically developed for hearing instruments and
is based on near field magnetic induction technology (NFMI). The key advantages of NFMI
compared to standard radio frequency (RF) systems used by other manufacturers are the
ability to transmit data between ears, minimal size and very low battery consumption.
ConnectLine is designed to work hand-in-hand with Oticon hearing instruments and
benefit from this technology choice in more ways:
`` With NFMI there is a very low additional battery drain in the hearing instruments when
receiving streamed audio allowing for wireless connectivity in hearing instruments even
with a size 10A battery. RF technology based solutions consume up to five times more
power.
`` The user does not have to choose between connectivity options and great design!
As NFMI requires less space in the hearing instruments it opens up for use in any
instrument design, including very small instruments.
RF technology is well-suited for longer distances, and Oticon therefore uses a
dual-technology solution that includes 2.4 GHz RF technology thus combining the
advantages of Oticon’s NFMI system and standard 2.4 GHz technology.
For the ConnectLine user this means:
`` Greatly improved range with Streamer Pro when connecting to devices such as TV
and music. The user achieves up to 30 metres’ range with dedicated ConnectLine Pro
solutions – RF based systems typically offer less than 10 metres’ range.
`` Greatly improved battery performance. Streamer Pro has battery capacity for a
whole day of streaming, and there is very limited additional power consumption in
the hearing instruments.
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Answering the call for
modern communication
By streaming conversations directly into your
clients’ hearing instruments from their mobile
or landline phone, ConnectLine functions in
the same way as a hands-free headset, letting
users enjoy clear two-way communication
without ever touching their phones.
There is no need to run for the phone or search
through pockets or purses; Streamer Pro allows
your clients to answer the call with one easy
push of a button.

ConnectLine’s new noise cancellation system
helps control background noise, so the person
at the other end of the line can hear your
client’s voice more clearly than ever before.

Mobile Phone
ConnectLine makes it just as easy for
hearing instrument users to use a mobile
phone as it is for everyone else.
`` E
 asy operation: answer the phone with a
touch of a button
`` Hands-free safe driving

`` A
 nswer the phone from “where you are”
– no need to move to the phone.

ConnectLine phone adapter 2.0

Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service
mark of Apple Inc. Android, Google Play, and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google Inc. The Android robot is reproduced or modified from
work created and shared by Google and used according to terms described in the Creative Commons 3.0 Attribution License.

`` I ntuitive and discreet remote control for
hearing instruments (adjust volume,
choose programs, name programs and
much more)

`` Easy to choose input sources
`` Easy to customise the ConnectLine system
`` Available on App Store and on Google Play

`` D
 istinctive ringtones* (configurable)
signify whether incoming calls are to their
mobile or landline phone.
(*Available for Oticon’s product family
Alta, Nera and Ria)

www.oticon.com/phone

ConnectLine App
With Streamer Pro and the free
ConnectLine App, your clients’ can control
their hearing instruments and the
ConnectLine system with their iPhone,
iPad, iPod touch or Android smartphone
and tablet.

`` Clear overview of the ConnectLine system

`` N
 o more missed calls. With a wireless
range of 30 metres, users can hear and
answer a call from almost any room in the
house.

The ConnectLine App is compatible with iPhone 7 Plus, iPhone 7, iPhone SE, iPhone 6s Plus, iPhone 6s, iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone 6, iPhone 5s, iPhone
5c, iPhone 5, 9.7-inch iPad Pro, 12.9-inch iPad Pro, iPad Air 2, iPad Air, iPad (4th generation), iPad mini 4, iPad mini 3, iPad mini 2, iPad mini, and iPod
touch (5th and 6th generation) and requires Streamer Pro 1.2 App or later. When downloading the ConnectLine App on iPad, search for iPhone
apps on the App Store. The ConnectLine App for Android smartphones and tablets requires any Streamer Pro with firmware 1.3 or later.
Please visit www.oticon.global/support for more details on compatibility.
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Landline Phone
Telephone use is a matter of
personal choice. Many seniors do not want
to learn how to use a new phone, but they
have difficulties hearing when they use
their current phone. The ConnectLine
phone adapter fits to an existing landline
phone and transmits conversation
wirelessly to both hearing instruments
through Streamer Pro.

www.oticon.com/mobile

www.oticon.com/app
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Let the
entertainment begin
With ConnectLine users have access to a world
of everyday entertainment possibilities. They
can switch to a favourite TV show, tune in or
out of great sounds from classic to rock either
on the go or at home.

Business for some, pleasure and entertainment
for others, ConnectLine lets users enjoy the
freedom of the internet either on the go or at
home - as they choose.

TV
Fitted directly to the TV to transmit a real-time audio signal to both hearing
instruments, ConnectLine TV ensures your
clients can keep up with the action, drama
or comedy with the volume set at their
preferred level. This means other people in
the room – or even the house – aren’t
disturbed by high volumes. Everyone can
listen at a level that is comfortable for
them!
`` U
 p to 30 metres’ range between user
and TV with Streamer Pro.
`` Support for digital stereo (PCM) and
Dolby Digital®.

ConnectLine TV adapter 2.0

`` I ntegrated in the ConnectLine system the
user will be notified of incoming phone
calls while watching TV (landline phone
requires ConnectLine phone adapter).

Music and audio listening
Streamer Pro’s mini jack creates
a stable, robust and hassle-free connection to a variety of popular entertainment
devices from mp3 players to other audio
sources such as computers and audio
books. Music and audio are then streamed
directly into the hearing instruments.
`` W
 ired connection - 3.5 mm mini jack
(industry standard) fits the majority of
consumer electronic devices .
`` W
 ireless connection - Stream audio
wirelessly via Bluetooth.
`` I ntegrated in the ConnectLine system, the
user will be notified of incoming phone
calls while listening to music and audio
(landline phone requires ConnectLine
phone adapter).

Computer communication
For hearing solution users,
wearing headsets for video chatting or
enjoying music and videos on their
computers is at best difficult, and at worst
simply not an option. If the computer has
no built-in Bluetooth or if it is impossible to
get the built-in to work – which often is the
case – ConnectLine now offers two simple
ways to connect the Streamer Pro directly
to computers so that audio is transmitted
directly to the user’s hearing instruments
for clear, easy online conversation
and listening.
`` W
 ired headset: connect Streamer Pro
directly to computers with the 3.5 mm
input/output mini jack.
`` W
 ireless headset: connect wirelessly
using a Sennheiser USB dongle (available
through Oticon).
`` Wireless range of up to 10 metres.

Dolby and the double-D symbol are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories.

www.oticon.com/TV
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www.oticon.com/audio

www.oticon.com/pc
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One-to-one made easy
Crowded restaurants, noisy classrooms or
understanding a speaker from a distance.
ConnectLine helps to take the listening
experience to a more personal level.
The car ranks as one of the most challenging
listening environments, making face-toface communication almost impossible.

ConnectLine helps to solve these problems
by streaming a companion’s voice directly into
the user’s hearing instruments. This means
conversations can be conducted clearly and
easily – while everyone keeps their eyes on
the road.

ConnectLine microphone
The ConnectLine microphone
keeps your clients and their companions
connected even from a distance. The
discreet microphone is worn by the user’s
conversation partner – simply clipped on,
tiny and discreet.
`` S
 urrounding noise is filtered out for better
speech intelligibility for the hearing
instrument user.
`` Wireless range up to 15 metres.

ConnectLine microphone

`` I ntegrated in the ConnectLine system, the
user will be notified of incoming phone
calls while using the microphone (landline
phone requires a ConnectLine phone
adapter).

www.oticon.com/mic
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Tele loop
The possibilities for easy access
to sounds are further enhanced with
Streamer Pro’s built-in T-coil, as some
clients might find it easier to activate the
T-coil system on the Streamer Pro than on
the hearing instruments.
Now, users can choose smaller hearing
solutions and still enjoy access to loop
systems in theatres, lecture halls and
more.
`` T
 he T-coil is activated by a single push of a
button on the Streamer Pro.
`` Wider choice of hearing instrument style.
`` I ntegrated in the ConnectLine system, the
user will be notified of incoming phone
calls while using the tele loop system
(landline phone requires a ConnectLine
phone adapter).

www.oticon.com/tcoil

FM Systems
For people with busy, active
lifestyles, a single device that simplifies
access to a range of communication and
entertainment applications has a special
appeal. Students or others who depend on
FM can expand that functionality to the
classroom and lecture hall with
ConnectLine.
`` S
 treamer Pro’s built-in Euro pin connector
offers compatibility with a wide range of
FM receivers.
`` M
 ore choices of hearing instrument styles,
since the hearing instrument no longer
needs a Euro pin connector.
`` I ntegrated in the ConnectLine system, the
user will be notified of incoming phone calls
while using the FM system.

www.oticon.com/amigo
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People First

People First is our promise
to empower people
to communicate freely,
interact naturally and
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participate actively

www.oticon.com

